
Toy House Apartment for Tourists
Summary

Via del Piano 93

Description

BOMARZO (VT) Italy, ancient village of Lazio, famous for the Sacred Forest of wonders, the "Parco dei Mostri" and 
the "Etruscan Pyramid". We rent at a really modest price (for two people all inclusive the price is 60 € per night), 
nice and comfortable apartment of mq48, located in the central area in the main street of Bomarzo (VT), charming 
and characteristic village of Tuscia Viterbese, known for the Monster Park. The apartment Casa di Toy, is located on 
the 1st floor of a small family building, extends on one level, and is completely independent. In addition, there is a 
balcony overlooking the main street, and a quiet courtyard on the back of the house for exclusive use, where in 
summer you can also eat outside. The kitchen is equipped and equipped (tableware, stove, appliances, oven, fridge-
freezer, coffee machine, etc. ..). The dining area is very pleasant and very bright. In the living room equipped with 
an elegant wall-mounted unit, with flat-screen TV, there is a comfortable three-seater sofa, easily transformed into 
a queen-size bed. A casket door bounds the sleeping area, the bedroom has a double bed, has a LED TV, built-in 
wardrobe and bathroom with shower (bed linen and towels provided free). The heating is independent, free Wi-Fi, 
safe, air conditioning on request. Free car parking adjacent to the house. Bomarzo is located in the hills (270 
meters above sea level) from which dominates the Tiber valley, to the viewer, the view is magnificent. It is well 
connected to Viterbo by the Superstrada (15 Km) and by bus lines, which also connect it with the railway stations of 
Orte and Attigliano, which are just a few minutes away. The airports of Rome Fiumicino and Perugia are about 80 
and 70 km away respectively. Bomarzo boasts the presence of the "Sacro Bosco" better known as "Parco dei 
Mostri", with its gigantic and disquieting stone figures arranged among the vegetation in an enchanting 
amphitheater natural. From above, the Parco dei Mostri is dominated by the majestic "Palazzo Orsini", surrounded 



by the historic center, dating back to the 16th century. Bomarzo, the ancient "Polimartium", preserves important 
Etruscan and Roman sites in its territory, woods of exceptional environmental and landscape value, suggestive 
archaeological-naturalist routes (Montecasoli Nature Reserve, Malva, Piamiano, Santa Cecilia). There are many 
memories of a glorious past, from the necropolis to the "Etruscan Pyramid", to the Roman architectural 
monuments. The Etruscan Pyramid, brought to light in 2002 and hitherto hidden by the vegetation of the forest, 
arouses great interest both for the preciousness of the artifact, as well as for the many mysteries that surround it. 
Also called "Sasso del predicatore", it is the largest and most impressive rock altar to date discovered in the world 
of the Etruscans (16 meters high for a total width of over 4 meters). This Etruscan wonder is not far from "Toy 
House for tourists", in an area of Bomarzo called "Valle del Tacchiolo", a forest that preserves archaeological jewels, 
rich in finds, and settlements belonging to the Etruscan period, but also protohistoric and early Christian. A few 
meters further on rises the Chia tower, and the torrents that flow among the typical Tuscia vegetation, the 
waterways intertwine and chase each other in a marvelous natural spectacle, forming some beautiful waterfalls. In 
this wonderful scenery Pier Paolo Pasolini toured the scenes of his film "The Gospel according to Matthew" HOUSE 
OF TOY APARTMENT FOR TOURISTS for an unforgettable stay in Bomarzo, pampered by the charm of this small 
apartment, which with our family we try to take care of better, in the attention for the guests and in the kindness 
that we always like to show. FOR INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS Cell. 333.3407170 Tel. 0761.924563 Toy 
House is also on Booking.com E-mail: onofriluciano@libero.it #casaditoyappartamentoperturisti

Map

Address: Via del Piano 93 
Zip/Postal Code: 01020 
Latitude / Longitude: 42 / 12.5

Image type unknown
http://maps.google.com/maps/api/staticmap?center=42,12.5&zoom=7&markers=42,12.5&size=500x300&sensor=false

City center Distanza 300 meters

Nearest nightclub Distanza 5 km

Nearest airport Distanza 70 km

The nearest 
hospital Distanza 18 km

Nearest restaurant Distanza 300 meters

Nearest beach Distanza 40 km

Nearest train 
station Distanza 7 km

Nearest ferry boat Distanza 60 km

Accommodation, facilities, utilities 
Appartement

Bedroom(s): 1 ( 3 Sleeps ) 
Double with en-suite: 1, Sofa bed: 1

Bathroom(s): 1 



Bidet: 1, Showers: 1, Wash basins: 1

Suitability

Long term rentals:  No
Pets:  Some pets, please enquire
Smoke:  No smoking
Children:  Yes, great for kids
Wheelchair:  No
Elderly or infirm:  Yes

Holiday type

Spa holidays, Romantic holidays

View

Mountain

General facilities

conditioned air, Balcony, Non-smoking, Parking

Indoor facilities

Internet connection, Tile floor, Television

Outdoor facilities

Pets are allowed, only small size, Courtyard, Terrace

Services

Towels provided, Linein provided

Access

Off-road parking

Rates

-
Nightly rate

Weekly Monthly Min. Stay Change-over
Week Weekend

Rate summary €60 - - 1 Nights -

No rates available

Policies

Check in: 14:00, Check out: 12:00

Terms and conditions

Tutte le prenotazioni avvengono con contatto del proprietario della struttura via telefono 333.3407170




